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1 GARDEN/PARK DAY - BOYFRIEND - PRESENT DAY 1

Shot of clock - Morning AM

Boyfriend sitting drinking and smoking, headphones in
listening to heavy rock ’I can’t stop thinking about it’ -
The Dirtbombs. A series of close-ups and jump cuts.

2 GARDEN/PARK DIFFERENT TO SCENE 1 DAY - GIRLFRIEND - PRESENT
DAY 2

Shot of Clock - Morning AM

Girlfriend sitting eating a sandwich. Headphones in
listening to pop music. ’...

A series of close-ups and jump cuts.

3 LIVING ROOM - PRESENT DAY 3

Boy and girl sitting together. Close up side shots. Girl
starts to cry, drinking tea.

BOYFRIEND
Whats wrong?

GIRLFRIEND
I found Megan

BOYFRIEND
How many times did I tell you to
lock the fucking gate!

4 BOYFRIEND WORKING/DRAWING - PAST LIFE 4

As boyfriend is keeping busy he is asked questions from the
director.

BOYFRIEND
How do you meet girls?

DIRECTOR

I just walk up and talk to them. Whatever comes to mind in
that moment.

BOYFRIEND

I feel like men are more romantic than women



2.

When we get married, we marry like one girl, because were
resistant the whole way.

5 BOYFRIEND SEES GIRL - BEDROOM DOORWAY - PAST LIFE 5

Boyfriend opens bedroom door. Standing in the doorway
looking out with a smile on his face.

scene cuts to -

Girlfriend looking out of a window with an unhappy face.

6 KITCHEN - BOYFRIEND DRINKING BEER - PRESENT DAY 6

Boyfriend drinking beer and girlfriend standing behind him
massaging his shoulder

BOYFRIEND
I’m just tired you know

7 SITTING DOWN - PRESENT DAY 7

Girlfriend has something on her mind but doesn’t know if she
should say anything.

BOYFRIEND
Watcha thinking?

BOYFRIEND
Whats on your mind?

GIRLFRIEND
I feel like i shouldn’t have said
anything!

GIRLFRIEND
Im sorry!

Girlfriend looks over and places her hand on top of his but
he docent except and turns away.

8 KITCHEN TABLE - PAST LIFE 8

Girlfriend drinking tea sitting at the kitchen table. Wide
shots going into close ups.

GIRLFRIEND
What did it feel like when you fell
in love?

DIRECTOR
Oh dear I don’t think I found it.
You gotta be carful that the person

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

DIRECTOR (cont’d)
that you fall in love with is worth
it to you.

9 BEDROOM - PRESENT DAY 9

Boyfriend and girlfriend cheers their drinks looking deeply
for a minute then they hold each other - song playing ’You
And Me’ Penny & The Quarters.

They both connect swaying in rhythm to the music.

10 BOYFRIEND SITTING IN THE GARDEN - PAST LIFE 10

Boyfriend thinking of the girl, looking happy.

BOYFRIEND
But the thing is man, its like I
felt like I knew her.

DIRECTOR
You just know her. Its a feeling.

11 HAVING DINNER - PRESENT DAY 11

Boyfriend and Girlfriend awkwardly having dinner together.
Boyfriend is drinking too much and Girlfriend looks
uncomfortable and disappointed.

GIRLFRIEND
Why don’t you do something you
really enjoy!?

BOYFRIEND
I do. I love my job!

GIRLFRIEND
I know you don’t! You’ve been at
the same boring job for years.

BOYFRIEND
I think it’s good for me.

GIRLFRIEND
Yes but you’ll get to 30 and think
fuck what have I done with my life.

BOYFRIEND
I enjoy my job, it’s easy and I can
do what I want there.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

GIRLFRIEND
You have so much potential, you can
do anything you want!

BOYFRIEND
Yes but I would have to start from
the bottom again.

GIRLFRIEND
No you wouldn’t and so what! It
really frustrates me. You need to
do something your passionate about!

BOYFRIEND
Find someone else then!

GIRLFRIEND
Im giving the one I love advice.
Can we not have an adult
conversation? You twist every
advice I say to you.

12 LONDON STREETS - PAST LIFE 12

Boyfriend walks towards Girlfriend across from the street,
looking at just her.

BOYFRIEND
You okay?

GIRLFRIEND
Yeah, You okay?

BOYFRIEND
Yeah, You okay?

They stare into each others eyes and then kiss.

13 KITCHEN - BOTH ARGUING - PRESENT DAY 13

Girlfriend is fed up with the relationship, all her thoughts
and emotions finally express out.

GIRFRIEND
I can’t do this anymore.

BOYFRIEND
What do you mean? Are you breaking
up with me?

GIRLFRIEND
I don’t know, were not the same.
We’ve grown apart.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

BOYFRIEND
No we haven’t, you have! You want
to be single.

GIRLFRIEND
No I don’t thats not what I want,
but this isn’t working. We’re not
happy.

BOYFRIEND
I am. You just can’t admit it. Tell
me how I should be.

GIRLFRIEND
I’m sorry

BOYFRIEND
I love you so much!

Boyfriend walks away in the distance

THE END


